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DRUG ABUSE: HOW CAN BOARDS DEAL WITH IT?

When I first began preparing for this tsik, I immediately decided that

I would begin by telling you that we have had enough surveys to determine

the scope of the problem. But as I began chec;.ing into it I realized that

this was not a valid premise. Many school districts are still reluctant to

admit they have a problem. Many are still unaware of the scope of their

drug problem, or at least have not felt it important enough to deal with it

in a comprehensive way.

So I would begin today by saying that our first responsibility, as

school board members, is to know the scope of the problem in our district.

It is especially important that we gather this baseline data if we plan to

evaluate the effectiveness of our efforts over time. It becomes very

frustrating to hear from one source that it is getting worse ard at the

same timr. another source sees the light at the end of the tunnel.

Assuming then that we have determined the scope of our problem and

are gearing up to do something about it, where do we begin? I don't

plan today to go into all the complexities of curriculum development and

specific methods and techniques for education against the abuse of drugs.

This of course is the job of our administration and teachers. But the way

that we, as board members, perceive the problem and the emphasis we place

on solutions can be instrumental in the eventual methods and techniques

utilized by our staffs.

Let's look then at the way we perceive the drug problem, at our

attitude if you about:

1. The problem itself.

k. Education and prevention techniques in dealing with the problem.

3. Workin3 with the users in our schools.
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THE PROBLEM

In attempting to understand the phenomenon of drug use and drug abuse,

we must begin by realizing that much of what ue think we know about the

problem is mistaken, and these biases and prejudices become handicaps to

our understandings. These biases and prejudices constitute the greatest

current obstacle to attempt/ to solutions to this vexing social issue, not

just among board members, but also among administrators, teachers, parents

and the community is a whole. All too often, we distort our perception of

the problem by putting into it our unfounded feelings, thereby widening the

gap that separates us from the ability to develop realistic problem-solving

solutions.

One manifestation of our sentimental mystique is this consttIllt refer-

ence to "the" drug problem. This notion of singularity related to drug

abuse is extremely misleading. There is more than one drug problem,

there are as many problems as there are individuals abusing drugs. if we

miss this point we tend, for convenience, to categorize and over generalize

about drug users. And consequently, we generalize about what our schools

should do in the area of preventive education -- resulting in simplistic

answers to a complex problem.

EDUCATION AND PREVENTION

Let me give yJu an example of what I mean from a recent publication of

the Institute of Life Insurance.1

Drug Abuse - A Preventive Measure Is Emerging

Not long ago in a midwest high school, e succession of local authori-

ties mounted the stage of the main auditorium to lecture the student body

on the danger° of drug abase.

'Teaching Tools, Vol. 20, No. 1, Winter, 1970-71, pp. 2-3

1.
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The session lasted the better part of an hour and at its conclusion,

most of the faculty and administration retired to lunch, secure in the

knowledge that they nad confronted the issue and had gotten across to the

students a number of telling points.

Trio of the faculty members walking out of the auditorium were not so

sure. They decided that when classes resumed in the afternoon, they would

draw out their students. What had really been their reaction to the lec-

tures? Later, after school they compared notes and were shocked to

discover that if their two classes were any guide, the lectures had been

legs than successful.

A summary of their findings showed:

1. The students were willing to concede that herein and other opium

and morphine derivatives were dangerous. But they knew that beforehand.

2. They were less than willing to agree that expnrimentation with

drugs would lead to addiction.

?. They %are willing to concede that powerful hallucinogens, such as

LSD, could lead to trouble--"bvm trips," accidents while disoriented, and

so forth.

4. The contention that LSD affected heredity was questioned sharply.

5. Although there were some dissenting voices, most of the students

were actively defensive about marijuana; come of them equated it with

using Seer or wine and were openly resentful of laws and authorities

treating its use as a crime. They rejected absolutely the argument that

marijuana led t harder drugs. They took pains, in fact, co draw a sharp

distinction between marijuana aud the so-called "hard drugs,"

6. There appeared to be general indifference about the dangers of

such depressants as the barbiturate group; and such stimulants as the
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amphetamines. But methamphetamine (speed), and intravenous use of ampheta-

mines drew comments like "dumb" and "fast death," etc.

7. The general attitude among those students who offered their com-

ments with relative freedom was one of resentment toward the experts.

Of this latter attitude, one of the teachers commented: It was

almost as if they were saying, 'We don't like pe)ple telling us about

our own thing'."

The teachers decided next to do some homework on the issue of drug

abuse. They found not in all cases, but in a startling percentage, that

the positions taken by the students may have been more firmly grounded

than the arguments expounded by the experts at the auditorium lecture.

Item: There is no evidence to suggest that a single episode of

drug use will a.itomatically lead to addiction; nor, in fact, is there

much hard evidence about most aspects of the drug abuse problem. Physical

addiction apparently requires sustained use of a narcotic drug over a

relatively short, but aubstattial period of time perhaps as much as two

or tbree weeks.

Item: The capacity of LSD to "break" chromosomes and thus affect

heredity was suggested by some laboratory studies, but nct demonstrated

clinically.

Item: Marijuana is not a narcotic in the sense that it creates a

physical. dependence. Nor is there any proof that it leads its users to

harder drugs. The statistical evidence often cited to prove a connection

between the two is that most herein users graduated from marijuana. Thus,

on the basis of the evidence you can say, "Most heroin users started on

marijuana." You cannot say, "Most marijuana users graduate to heroin."
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Item: Their seeming Indifference to the dangers of barbiturates and

amphetamines is ill-advised. These drugs are truly addictive, often lead.

to severe mental aberrations, and when used with other drugs sometimes

fatal. Their rejection of "speed" is well-advised. It causes a fatal

necrosi of the small arteries.

In the process of their discoveries, the two teachers learned a lesson:

don't try to kid the kids about drugs. Obviously, the youngsters don't

knots it all -- far from it, in fact. But they know enough from either first

hand experience or pear-group information-sharing to detect the false note.

The false note is usually enough to turn them off on any authority who

plays it, no matter how sincerely motivated he may be.

This story spells out an important message to us as school board

members. Being far removed from the classroom or teaching situation, we

don't stop to think about whether or not the techniques used there are

effective. Too often we are satisfied to know that our teachers are pre-

senting the facts, showing films and having experts visit the classroom.

Yet the truth of the matter is the experts often fail to get through and

much of the current literature is literally scored with myth, half truth,

unverified information, all harnessed together in an oversimplified theme

- "Don't use drugs; they are bad for you."

One organization, the National Coordinating Council on Dtug Abuse

Information, estimates that perhaps 607. of the literature now in circu-

lation ernong school children contains at least some unsound information

about drugs. Indeed, Dr. Helen Nowlis, a widely recognized authority

on this problem, has gone so far as to say, "Unexamined and unevaluated

information and education programs are cettainly no answer, and it is

6
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safe to say that. in some instances they may be as harmful in the long run

as no program at all."

Because of reactions like this to inadequate literature and ineffec-

tive preventive methods many authorities are beginning to take a serious

second look. As school board members we can encourage our schools to

look more deeply into the problem. Not only to question what we are

currently doing, but to explore new and better methods.

There is a growing trend among educators today to go beyond mere

factual presentations. Herein lies the beginning of real solutions

because the emphasis begins to focus on changing attitudes. How a

person "sees" a situation depends upon his needs, abilities, puzposes,

and insights, as well as what the situation really is. In the classroom

the teacher must be encouraged to develop situations which allow the

students to find new insights and perceptions of themselves and the

world around them. This is the only way teal behavior-changing learning

can take

Mere factual presentations on the legal aspects of drugs, the physical

and psychological dangers of drugs, and the pharmacology of drugs have not

been shown to change student attitudes. Attitudes are reflective of a

personls emotional set, and it is the emotional set (or group of feelings)

that a student has toward drug use that is reflected in his behavior.

Or as Dr. Judy Densen-Cerber, Director of Odyssey House in New York,

states: "Adolescence is the time of life in which a child begins to

break away from the family structure and values and, instead, accepts

the values of his or her peer group. If that peer group has incorporated

within its fads or modus operandi the idea that taking drugs is hip or

7



groovy, just as listening to the Beatles, wearing long hair, bell-bottom

pants or maxi coats might be, then drugs will spread in a mindless, rapid,

and epidemic way. The young adolescent accepts drugs because he has not

fu!ly learned to discriminate between constructive and destructive alterna-

tives in the growing-up process. He does not realize that drugs are a

dangerous means of working through his own omnipotent fantasies regarding

life and death; and his need to find his identity separate from the adult

world.

"Treatment for this group lz simpla, but difficult. The ehtire peer

group must be weaned from a drug identity to an anti-drug culture. One

needs to establish a 4-H Club or Boy Scout troop against drug abuse.

IndivUual scare techniques or the usual educational methods, which are

meaningful to the adult, only further 'turn on' this age group in a kind

of Russian Roulette acting out. Drug-prevention educution problems must

be handled within the context of s course in moral values. We must be

careful to educate the student by communicating in a language that Is

meaningful to him and not just the teacher, for it is the student who

is in danger from drugs."

I hope you can see the need for encouraging, even insisting, that

our teachers go below the surface in dealin3 with this problem. If our

people sense that we are supportive of more innovative approaches we

may be pleasantly startled with the end results. This support needs to

come not only from the board, but also from the superintendent and his

staff. To admit we have a drug problem is not to say our schools have

failed. On the other hand, the measure of our schools' success will

lie in how we deal with the problem now that it is here.

8
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Another point I would like to i,ake in this regard is that we cannot

deal with the drug problem in isolati, Just as the schools cannot be

blamed for the entire problem, neither can they be expected to provide

all of the answers. We need to involve_ the community in our planning

b.-.d most importantly we, as school boards, need to recognize and

cooperate with other community agr=ncies in finding solutions to the drug

abuse problem.

One of the best examples of community involvement I can cite is

taking place in Phoenix, Arizona, where the Community Organization for

Drug Abuse Control (CODAC) through its Dor?. Stop Program now has some

1,500 high schoolers making monthly visits to nearly every 5th, 6th,

7th and 8th grade classroom in the arca. They go to carry the message

that there bre better things to do it life than turning on with drugs.

Certainly this kind of activity wi11 have profound long-range results,

on both groups. But without the support and cooperation of both the

elementary and secondary schools in tht area, a prc.gram sut:1 as this

one would simply never get off the ground.

WORKING WITH USERS

Another decision that we as school board members need t make is

whether or not we should be helping these kids who are using drugs.

If the answer is yes, then we have a responsibility to provide the

kind of atmosphere in which the drug-using student will voluntarily

seek help. If the answer is no, then we are copping ot on perhaps 30%

of our high school age children and many elementary age kick. I'm not

talking about the stude.nt who is caught with drugs in his possession.

Obviously that is against the law, and should be dealt with accordingly.
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But we do have large numbers of students experimenting or regularly

using drugs, many of whom would seek out help if they thought it was

available. And we do have people on our campuses whose job it is supposed

to be to help students with their difficult perponal problems -- they are

called counselors. I'm afraid too many of us have relegated our .okinselors

to the jobs of college registration, paper workers and attendance clerks

at a time when our students are desperately crying out for someone to talk

with about their problems. I'm not suggestiTY/ that all counselors could

do this job. Certainly there are many, perhaps a majority who would not

be able to relate to the drug-taking youth. But we have many who can,

anal don't underestimate the influence of your position, if you are sup-

portive, then the people who are concerned ane who can relate are then

encouraged to do the kind of counseling needed to cope with this proilem.

In this regard your board may find itself in the position of having

to take a stand on the question of confidentiality. Can a counselor hear

a student's problem without being required to pass on the information to

9arents or police? If he can't, I'm afraid that not many students are

going to seek help. Certainly, if my child told her counselor that she

was using I'd want to know about it, and if the choice were be-

tween reporting it to ma or not reporting it to me, I would have no

trouble it reaching a decision.

That, iiowever, is not always the choice. If a student will not

talk frankly and freely to a counselor because he knows or thinks the

information will be relayed to a parent (or the police), then the two

ali...ernatives are having the counselor know or having no adult know, and

I'm inclined to prefer the former.

10
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The school board's attitude on the question of confidentiality can

be instrumental on the relative success or failure of our counselors in

helping young people with drug problems.

CONCLUSION

And so, outside the realms of analogy and theory, real people

struggle with :eal issues; individual teachers attempt to provide

realistic preventive education for individual students and individual

counselors attempt to help individual drug users.

From this seeming chaos, some new perspectives and approaches are

beginning to emerge which holC important ramifications for hard members

across the nation:

1. The emphasis is on prevention which works to effect attitude

changes rather than mere presentation of facts.

. 2. There is en important, growing role that the community can play

in h.lping schools educate against drug use.

3. The problem cannot be considered simply a legal matter, or

medical, or environmental. It is a uholistic problem in which the

forces thut produce it are interacting and self-supporting.

4. The attitudes we, as hool board members, take have a strong

influence on the degree to which our teachers and administrators delve

into the drug abuse problem among o..er students.

Those then are the perspectives and the actions they suggest. One

thing is clear; we cannot sit back and wait for society to cure the

underly'ng problems of drug abuse is said to be symptom. Clearly

we must work on those symptoms. We must allow our teachers and admin-

istrators the freedom to attack the symptoms in the context of the

11



underlying problems which brought them on. We must encourage them to

innovate new approaches, even at the risk of occasional failure. Or, as

Helen Thal said, "We can drift along some more hoping the problem will

cute itself. But that's how the problem began."

.Thank you.

DFJ :nnt

5-12-71
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